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Switchy road review

The Switchy Road presentation is definitely a very simplistic game, with some of the most basic visuals I've ever seen in a game. It's very hard to describe, but the only way I can think of it is that some basic 3D modeling from Unity has been put into its own game with nothing to complete it. The only other thing worth noting is that you can choose between different background colors to make the game
easier on the eyes, but do not expect much else. Each difficulty has its own piece of music, but they are all incredibly generic. Switchy Road gameplay aims to play similar to a Game &amp; Watch game in that you focus on a simple task and go for the highest score, and the task here is the ability to change the shape of going through certain doors. You are an object that automatically moves forward on a
fixed path, and the only control here is the B button and A. Button B changes a shape to the left, and the A button changes a shape to the right. Match the shape that the front door is on, and you'll fit through it. Rinse and repeat until you screw it up. I just described the whole game in that paragraph, and I'm not kidding when I say there's nothing else about this game. No speed boosters, no crazy jumps, no
extra obstacles, nothing. The only thing that happens during this whole game is that ground tiles change color now and then to indicate that you are speeding, and while the game can actually be quite fun once the speed of the game increases enough, it starts way too slow to be enjoyable, and the expert difficulty is the only one that you can recommend bothering with because of being better pick up and
play ing nature. Conclusion In conclusion, while Switchy Road is promoted as a Minis Shipping game as part of a program to promote smaller developers, (something I am totally playing for) this title was unfortunately not the best to kick off the program. While everything here works technically and the hardest difficulty does not provide a decent score chaser, the fact that the game does not throw anything at
you to shake things along with the absurd price point for something so basic makes this game one I just can not recommend. At least everything here works and it's not a technical disaster, but when the game itself is nothing special and comes off as something you could play on a web browser, $5 seems far too much for such a basic title when there are other indie stones available for the same price. I
hope the future Dispatch Minis gets much more promising, like bite-sized metroidvanias, scorechaser and puzzlers are always welcome in my book, but they need to have something to hire the player as well. I'm giving Switchy Road a 4 out of 10. Posted on August 12, 2019 by Cary Woodham A Bad Thing About Games is that you no longer see very many super simple games on consoles. Well, now
there's one with Switchy Road. It's available on mobile, but now it's also on Switch (reviewed on Switch here). A geometric shape on a road that crashes more and more, and you have to press a button to change the shape so that it fits into the holes that appear in front. It reminds me of putting the square peg in the wooden game hole, or that Human Tetris TV game show where people try to fit into holes in
the walls that come to them. When you pass a shape through the correct opening, you get a point. Once you run into the wrong hole, the game ends. You can choose three difficulty selections, and the harder levels get faster. The game saves high scores for each difficulty mode, and you can switch options and even change the background color when you play. I love the simplicity of the game and the price
is about right as well. But it feels like something that should've been on a larger collection, or maybe have more options, would be a two-player way and such. It really feels like a better fit for mobile, but if you want a simple game, you can't get simpler than this! Kid Factor: Nothing violent or unacceptable here. Reading skill is not necessary and the game could be considered somewhat educational because
of the recognition of the form. Younger players might get bored, though. Switchy Road is rated E for everyone. Sorry, there are no results at this time
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